Abstract submission is now open for AMSE2021

We are excited to announce that Virtual AMSE Conference “Medical Schools of the Future – Towards
Purposeful Innovation” AMSE2021 will take place from 7–9 October, 2021.

Abstract submission is now open for you to present your findings alongside other academic
educators, researchers, clinicians, experts and opinion leaders to an international audience. AMSE
2021 offers you an unrivalled opportunity to raise your profile within Europe's community. What's
more, we will be introducing enhanced networking features, allowing you to connect and
collaborate with fellow academic educators, researchers and physicians from across the globe.
We invite you to present abstracts for one of three Short Communication sessions on the following
topics.
Education





Teaching and Learning
Student selection
Assessment
Innovations and the Future of Medical Education

Research





Research at Medical Schools
Scholarship
Scientific publications and publishing
The early involvement of student into scientific networking or Data protection
and bioethical issues in the research

Patientcentred care





Patient Safety
Patient Involvement / Autonomy
The patient of the future
Efficient and Innovative Medical Education Depends on the Teamwork:
Student/Educator/Physician/Patient/Community/Society

Submit your abstract or clinical case before the deadline and be a part of Europe's largest Medical
Education meeting!
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Abstract Submission Deadline: 5 September 2021 (23:59 CET)

Submit your abstract: http://creativa.lt/amseabstracts
AMSE2021 website:http://amse2021.lt/
IMPORTANT: AMSE 2021 will only accept abstracts not previously presented to or under
consideration by another European or International forum that would conflict with presentation at
AMSE 2021, but will accept abstracts that have been presented at a national meeting, however may
choose not to publish it if it has already been published. Please ensure you declare all relevant
details when you submit your abstract.
IMPORTANT DATES
Abstract submission opening 15 July 2021
Abstract submission deadline 5 September 2021
Notification to submitters 15 September 2021
Abstracts received after the deadline will not be accepted!
Do not miss the opportunity to participate and share your knowledge by submitting your abstract
now! This is the perfect moment to share your work with an influential and global audience! We
invite you to present abstracts for one of three Short Communication sessions on the following
topics:
Education
 Teaching and Learning
 Student selection
 Assessment
 Innovations and the Future of Medical Education
Research
 Research at Medical Schools
 Scholarship
 Scientific publications and publishing
 The early involvement of student into scientific networking or Data protection and bioethical
issues in the research
Patient centred care
 Patient Safety
 Patient Involvement / Autonomy
 The patient of the future
 Efficient and Innovative Medical Education Depends on the Teamwork:
Student/Educator/Physician/Patient/Community/Society
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The submitted abstract should be structured in the following way: Aim, Methods used or experience
to share, Conclusion.
Conflict of interest: It is the intent of AMSE 2021 to provide high-quality sessions focused on
educational content that is free from commercial influence or bias. Thus, the submitting author of an
abstract is requested to declare any potential conflicts of interest for all authors during abstract
submission.
For standardization, the acceptable length of the abstract is of maximum 2000 characters. This
includes non-visible characters, such as spaces and line breaks.
Presentation:
 Abstracts can be accepted either as oral communication or e-poster. Top abstract authors will
have the amazing opportunity to be selected for an oral presentation in three Short
Communication sessions.
 If your abstract is accepted as a e-poster, you will be requested to register for the conference.
Details on e-poster format and full presentation guidelines will be included in the notification
letter and posted on the conference website.
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